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OAKRM :
1967.15

chopper A herb chopper with a
semi-circular steel blade
attached to cylindrical
wooden handle

gift blade length 190mm blade width 76mm consider disposal
unknown association

MH, B,
CASE 8
26.1.2007

OAKRM :
1967.30

machine A straw matting or
thatching machine. This
machine works in a similar
way to a sewing machine.
It was invented to stitch
together lengths of straw in
a continuous strip for
thatching hay and corn
ricks. It was a fast method
of making thatch. The
machine was driven either
by hand or a stationary
engine. It was known as
the H.S.I. Spider Straw
Matting Machine and was
made by The Harvest
Saver and Implements Co.
Ltd., 65 South Norton
Street, London. It is late
19th century in date. This
particular example came
from Ashwell Prison
[presumably used by the
inmates]

gift overall length
1360mm approx

overall width
740mm

ovarall height
1270mm

Ashwell Rutland
England HM
Prison

consider disposal
never been used for
display, limited
display options.
association query

PH, store
24.11.2014

OAKRM :
1968.114

plough A single furrow plough
made by Hornsby Hardy.

gift overall length
3570mm

overall width
350mm approx

overall height
720mm

consider disposal
non rutland

courtyard
6.2.2014
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OAKRM :
1968.136

churn A butter churn. Triangular
barrel mounted on steel
axles to trunnions bolted to
top of simple trestle
framework.

gift barrel length 486mm barrel diameter
437mm - 450mm

stand length
660mm

Bringhurst
Leicestershire
England

consider disposal
association is
Bringhurst and Great
Easton - both in
Leicestershire

PH, dairy
21.7.2016

OAKRM :
1968.148.1

measure A 1 pint measure. Shaped
as coffee mug in turned
and carved wood. 19th
Century in date.

gift overall volume 1pint
568mls

Melton Mowbray
Leicestershire
England

consider disposal no
Rutland association

MHS, F, 13,
B, 1, B7
16.11.2017

OAKRM :
1968.148.2

measure A half pint measure.
Shaped as coffee mug in
turned and carved wood

gift overall volume
1/2pint 284mls

Melton Mowbray
Leicestershire
England

consider disposal no
Rutland association

MHS, F, 13,
B, 1, B7
16.11.2017

OAKRM :
1968.154

plough A simple wood beam/iron
plough similar to
Ransomes/Hornsbys.
Manufactured by Cooke
and Sons of Lincoln.

gift overall length
1340mm apporx

at handle width
695mm

overall height
860mm

consider disposal
association unknown

courtyard
27.8.2014

OAKRM :
1968.156

plough A a simple type of wood/
steel forging plough for
single horse use.
Manufactured by Hornsby
R and Sons of Grantham,
Lincolnshire. Mid to late
19th century in date.

gift overall length
3305mm

overall width
660mm

consider disposal
similar item in
collection. However,
type of award
winning Rutland
Plough designed by
Richard Westbrook
Baker from Langham

courtyard
27.8.2014
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OAKRM :
1968.170

bag A leather handbag from the
late 19th or early 20th
Century. The handbag
belonged to the donor's
great-great-grandmother,
Mary Ann Martha Smith.

gift depth 180mm height 300mm length 280mm Market Overton
Rutland England

consider disposal
association Melton.
However, used in
display

MH, Kitchen
16.11.2006

OAKRM :
1968.177

teapot A teapot and stand. Kettle
shaped with handle over
lid, swan neck spout and
brown glaze. Heavily
embossed floral pattern in
red, white and blue
overglaze.

gift length 240mm overall depth
195mm

overall height
240mm

Oakham Rutland
England

consider disposal
association Preston?
check. Used in
display

MH, kitchen

OAKRM :
1969.109

winnower A winnower. A box like
structure on four legs,
drum at one end; with
internal screens and wire
mesh trays (removable).
Has external flywheel for
belt drive from traction
engine etc. Late 19th
century in date.

gift overall width 900mm overall height
1420mm

overall length
1900mm

Easton on the Hill
Northamptonshire
England

consider disposal no
Rutland association

PH, Barn
left
27.8.2014

OAKRM :
1969.134

pouch A simple tongue shaped
shot flask with brass fittings
of a tube measure with
sprung lever to cap;
adjustable for 1 or 1.25 ozs
loading

gift overall length 215mm overall width
72mm

unknown consider disposal
assosiation unknown

MH, B,
CASE 13
5.10.2016

OAKRM :
1969.135

pouch A simple tear shaped shot
flask with steel fittings of a
tube measure with sprung
lever to cap; adjustable
(1.5/1.25 ozs loads) ; ring
to base

gift overall length 205mm overall width
85mm

unknown consider disposal
unknown association

MH, B,
CASE 13
5.10.2016
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OAKRM :
1969.137

pouch A simple tongue shaped
shot flask with brass
fittings- tube measure w.
spring lever to cap; ring to
base; filling cap in lower
tube T junction. Maker
mark stamped on nozzle
'SYKES PATENT'

gift overall length 225mm overall width
95mm

unknown consider disposal
unknown association

MH, B,
CASE 13
5.10.2016

OAKRM :
1969.138

pouch A simple discus shaped
shot flask with steel fittings-
tube measure w. spring
lever to cap,. Pouch made
with leather.

gift overall
length&width(max)
165mm,113mm

unknown consider disposal
association unknown

MH, B,
CASE 13
5.10.2016

OAKRM :
1969.139

flask A power flask shaped as
rounded lozenge. Flask
made with copper with
brass nozzle fitments. A
spring lever to cap; ornate
impressed design and
space for monogram/name

gift overall length 207mm overall width
95mm

unknown consider disposal
association unknown

MH, B,
CASE 13
5.10.2016

OAKRM :
1969.172

plough A 19th Century breast
plough. Shaped as very
large arrow with T-handle
(iron braces), square point

gift overall length
1895mm

handle width
189mm

Ely
Cambridgeshire
England

consider disposal No
Rutland association

courtyard
24.3.2010

OAKRM :
1969.186.1

beaker truncated cone shape;
made from blocked end of
cow horn

gift unknown consider disposal
association unknown

MH, B,
CASE 8
26.1.2007
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OAKRM :
1969.186.6

beaker A drinking beaker with
truncated cone shape.
Middle to late 19th Century
in date and made from
blocked end of cow etc
horn

gift overall height 92mm overall diameter
64mm - 51mm

[Rutland] consider disposal no
Rutland association.
one of a number of
duplicate items

MH, B,
CASE 8
26.1.2007

OAKRM :
1969.186.8

beaker A drinking beaker made
from horn. Middle to late
19th Century in date.
Association unknown

gift at top diameter
60mm

at base diameter
45mm

overall height
100mm

[Rutland] consider disposal
association unknown

MH, kitchen

OAKRM :
1969.189

measure A dry measure. Bentwood
cylinder with steel rims and
cross brace (base).
Clenched pins

overall diameter
310mm

overall height
150mm

volume capacity 1
peck / 4 gallons

Rutland England consider disposal
association unknown

PH
11.6.2010

OAKRM :
1969.248

mould A 19th Century metal jelly
mould. Tall approximately
conic shape. Decorative
moulding like a Gaudi
cathedral. Dated around
1880

gift overall height 245mm [Lincolnshire]
England

consider disposal no
Rutland association

MH, B,
CASE 8
26.1.2007

OAKRM :
1969.249

trivet A 19th Century circular
trivet on 3 legs. Forged
from 4 pieces with a centre
support as a spiral

gift height 135mm diameter 165mm Lincolnshire consider disposal no
Rutland association

MH, B,
CASE 8
26.1.2007
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OAKRM :
1969.322

cake breaker A cake breaker from the
late 19th Century to early
20th Century in date.
Crank with wooden handle;
funnel, top; chute below;
open teeth below funnel;
ratchet and adjustment (?
to clear blockage) ;
gearbox cover is flywheel;
4 bolt holes, base; painted
grey- by RCM?- not
original colour

untraced
find

overall height
1280mm

overall depth
885mm

overall length
1120mm

Lyddington
Rutland England

consider disposal
Lyddington
association unclear

PH
11.6.2010

OAKRM :
1969.387

show case Three shop show cases
made from mahogany
wood and glass. Late 19th
Century in date

gift height width length Uppingham
Rutland England

consider disposal
limited display use
due to H&S
associated with thin
plate glass. unknown
shop association

MHS, F, 15,
C, 3, B1
4.12.2008

OAKRM :
1969.422

bin A 19th Century teak dough
bin found in the back
premises of the donor's
shop. It is a large bin on
four caster wheels. The
height of the bin is 78 cm
with a width of 75 cm and a
length of 122 cm.

gift height 780mm width 750mm length 1220mm Oakham Rutland
England

consider disposal
Wheel missing/
broken, item not in
display condition,
duplicate item

OAKRM :
1969.467

fork A 20th Century, two
pronged cooking or carving
fork. The letters A.M.
B127582/40 are punched
on the handle. Made from
iron, may have been a
spanner originally.

gift length 410mm width 25mm consider disposal
association
unknown / set
dressing only

MH, kitchen
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OAKRM :
1969.469

iron A common shape flat iron
with hollow handle
moulded to double reverse
cone. Manufactured by J
and J Siddons of West
Bromwich. Association
unknown

gift overall length 140mm overall width
100mm

overall height
100mm

[Rutland] consider disposal
association
unknown / display
only

MH, kitchen
17.11.2006

OAKRM :
1970.5

vat A curd vat. A wooden box
lined with sheet metal and
having brass rim. Two
wheels (mid). 1900 in date.
A large 72 gallon capacity
lined with tin plate. Marked
'JOHN GRAY
STRANRAER'

gift overall capacity 270
litres, 60 gallons

overall height
710mm

Manton Rutland
England

consider disposal
difficult to display
due to size, not in
display condition

PH, store
21.7.2016

OAKRM :
1970.34

shears Veterinary shears, late 19th
century in date. Common
type spring pivot one piece
shears with triangular
blades in small simple
sheath

untraced
find

overall length 284mm [Rutland] consider disposal
association unknown

PH

OAKRM :
1970.157

drawers complete rack of shelves
and drawers for shop
fitting; 12 small drawers + 4
lge w. shelving fitted
between; carved O handles
to drawers

overall height 165mm overall width
260mm

overall length
280mm

Oakham Rutland consider disposal
Display potential
limited, very large
item and association
unclear (although
potentially Rutland)

OEP
5.12.2016

OAKRM :
1970.164

mill A paint mill. Side frames
inverted Vs supporting
plate/base with funnel;
cross bar on lower frame
supporting gearing system;
4 bolt holes (base) ;
flywheel+ crank handle on
right connecting to gears
via horizontal shaft;
scraper fixed (spout)
pressing onto main grinder;
wor

overall height 378mm funnel diameter
205mm

consider disposal
unknown association

MHS, G, 2,
B, 1
20.5.2017
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OAKRM :
1971.4

winch An agricultural winch. Iron
4 legged stand and gearing
with wooden roller

gift overall width overall depth overall height consider disposal
very poor condition,
not in displayable
condition. woodworm

OEP
1.11.2017

OAKRM :
1971.56

pump pipes 2 rough hewn (elm) trunks,
trimmed/bored with natural
taper and lesser ammounts
of iron fittings

gift overall length
4680mm

overall diameter
200mm-260mm

Exton Rutland
England

consider disposal
poor condition, not
suitable for display

courtyard

OAKRM :
1971.91

butter spade A butter spade. A carved
wooden short handled
trowel; perforated deeply
curved blade

gift overall length 249mm overall width
140mm

blade width
113mm

consider disposal
association unknown

PH, dairy

OAKRM :
1971.230.1

chopper oblong steel blade, double
scallop/top edge; shaft
rivetted to centre top; the
shaft is set into a
transverse, turned, cigar
shaped handle

gift blade length 137mm blade width 65mm unknown consider disposal
association unknown

MH, B,
CASE 8
10.10.2016

OAKRM :
1971.230.2

chopper An oblong herb chopper.
With slightly curved blade,
tang forged from corner
through to right angles
fitted to handle (parallel to
blade), a cylinder of turned
wood

gift blade length 150mm blade width 55mm unknown consider disposal
association unknown

MH, B,
CASE 8
26.1.2007

OAKRM :
1971.230.3

chopper oblong blade; tang rivetted
to top edge fitted into a
barrel shaped handle with
flared terminals; handle is
transverse/parallel

gift blade length 150mm blade width 90mm unknown consider disposal
association unknown

MH, B,
CASE 8
26.1.2008
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OAKRM :
1972.30

engine A small static engine with
flywheel; rectangular
casing with aperture for
cooling water; painted
black and green

purchase overall width 215mm overall depth
155mm

overall height
615mm

Oakham Rutland consider disposal
incomplete item.
Similar type of item
in collection

PH, store

OAKRM :
1973.5.1

barrel A potter wine keg or barrel
with hole for spout and
opening for filling. Early
20th century, Leicester
association

gift overall diameter
185mm

overall height
348mm

overall capacity
2gallons

Leicester
Leicestershire

consider disposal
Leicester
association. keep for
display

MH, Cooper
18.4.2013

OAKRM :
1973.10.2.1

saw A one man, American
tooth, cross cut tree felling
saw. Extra steel tube
handle. Blade with curved
edge with 17 sets of 3
teeth. Used by either 1 or 2
persons. Early 20th century
from Cottingham,
Northamptonshire.

gift overall length
1010mm

overall height
1010mm

Cottingham
Northamptonshire
England

consider disposal
Northamptonshire
association.
Previously used for
display in
wheelwrights display.

MHS

OAKRM :
1973.28

harmonium A harmonium made by
Carloss and Company,
London. Circa 1900 in
date. A common pattern 2-
pedal organ with folding lid
to keyboard, stops etc.
Cast iron lifting handles at
each end. Used at Exton
Primary School

gift overall width
1050mm

overall depth
378mm

overall height
830mm

Exton Primary
School Exton
Rutland

consider disposal
bellows broken,
wood damaged

PH, store
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OAKRM :
1973.29

barrow,
water barrow

Cylindrical water container
mounted in frame on single
wheel with 2 handles
(wood). Manufactured by
Murray Linder, Cheltenham
early 20th century.

gift overall length
1035mm

overall height
722mm

wheel diameter
305mm

Easton
Northamptonshire
England Race
Course Farm

consider disposal no
rutland association

PH, Barn
right
9.6.2010

OAKRM :
1973.67

picture An embroidered picture,
mid 19th century in date.
Embroidered in wool and
showing pheasants in
plychrome. Embroidery is
framed. From Oakham
School

gift overall width 476mm overall height
397mm

Leicestershire
England

consider disposal
although acquired
from Oakham
School, association
noted as
Leicestershire. No
further details found

MH, kitchen
16.11.2006

OAKRM :
1973.97

embossing
machine

An embossing machine
made by Addressograph
Company Limited,
Leicestershire. Used by the
Stamford Mercury. A
makers mark is stamped
on the frame 'SS'. A black
enamelled tubular steel
stand with sheet metal top
supporting the machine.
Has a double opposed set
of steel type in a circular
gallery connected to
operating wheel
(numbered/lettered) on top
all operated via gearing.
Slide to feed aluminium
blanks

gift overall height
1010mm

stand height
660mm

overall width
660mm

Stamford
Lincolnshire
England

consider disposal no
Rutland association

PH 9.2.2008
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OAKRM :
1974.9

bureau An oak desk with dropleaf
lid supported by 2 pull-out
shafts. 4 main and 6
internal drawers plus 2
'secret' dockets and 'safe',
all lockable. The external
drawers- 2 metal omega
handles, internal drawers
ivory knobs; 8 internal
dockets below drawers

transfer overall height
1055mm

overall width
904mm

overall depth
489mm

consider disposal
used by RCC
Education
department. display
potential limited

PH, store
23.11.2017

OAKRM :
1974.35

chaff cutter Chaff cutter early 20th
century from Whittlesea,
Cambridgeshire. Wooden
trough mounted on 4 legs
with treadle operated
compression plate and
pivotted blade, hand
operated; also 4 pronged
gathering fork

overall length
1230mm

overall width
840mm

overall height
1040mm

Whittlesea
Cambridgeshire
England

consider disposal No
Rutland Association.
From Whittlesea

MH
15.11.2006

OAKRM :
1974.36

dray An early 20th century dray
and a separate Royal Mail
postal box (box only, cart
missing). The postal box
construction having double
doors at rear and security
bar, double trapdoor in
curved roof part of which
forms drivers seat. Fitted
with foot-board/dashboard
and with iron railing around
3 sides of top. Carriage
lamp brackets.

gift overall length
1830mm

overall width
1140mm

overall height
1140mm

Oakham Rutland
England lat/long
52.669784
-0.727397

consider disposal
postal box very poor
condition. restoration
rather than
conservation work is
required. dray is a
duplicate item

courtyard
5.8.2014

OAKRM :
1974.43

desk Large oak four legged table
with 6 drawers + leather
surface (embossed)

overall length
2436mm

overall width
1214mm

overall height
774mm

Oakham Rutland
England

consider disposal
used by RCC
Education
Department. Fair
condition, no display
potential due to size.

Study Area
16.12.2010
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OAKRM :
1974.97.1

fleam A veterinary fleam. Simple
3 bladed knife. The blades
have semi-circular cutters.
Manufactured by Rodgers
of Sheffield in late 19th
Century to early 20th
Century. Makers mark
stamped on blade. Bone
handle. Handle chipped
and one blade broken

gift overall length 89mm overall width
23mm-10mm

overall depth
10mm

Market
Harborough
Leicestershire
England

consider disposal no
Rutland association
and broken item

MH, CASE
18

OAKRM :
1974.98

desk Infants double school desk
with hinged lid and seat.
With two slots for slates
and mathematical squares
on the lid. Used at
Knossington CE Primary
School

overall width 915mm overall depth
535mm

overall height
520mm

Knossington
Leicestershire

consider disposal no
Rutland significance.
Propose to de-
accession out of
perminant collections
but keep for display/
educational use.
Used by educational
school groups

PH
11.6.2010

OAKRM :
1974.115.1

cream
separator

A cream separator. Large
casting containing gearbox
and shafts; external
demountable bowl type
reservoir with feed pipe to
centrifugal device with a 2
spouted hood (also
demountable) ; wooden
handled crank on side. Milk
pail/bucket marked Lister,
Dursley.

gift overall height 585mm reservoir diameter
380mm

Dursley
Gloucestershire
England

consider disposal no
Rutland association

PH, dairy

OAKRM :
1974.115.2

hay tedder A hay tedder manufactured
by G and E Jeffery,
Stamford, Lincolnshire
circa 1875. A two wheeled
chassis with towbar;
teddering device on central
shaft.

gift overall length
3090mm

overall width
2360mm

wheel diameter
1210mm &
47.64in

consider disposal no
Rutland association

courtyard
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OAKRM :
1974.115.3

mower A horse drawn Bamford
Mower made by Bamford
and Son, Staffordshire in
between 1924 and 1928.
colour; red, yellow, black;
chassis on 2 wheels with
tow bar; geared drive from
right hand wheel via shaft
to reciprocating toothed
bar; drivers seat
[interpretation panel] The
Bamford No. 5 horse
drawn “Royal” mower was
first made in 1882 and was
a great success. The
mower would have been
pulled by one or two
horses, although this
example has since been
adapted for a tractor

gift overall length
2320mm

overall width
1135mm

cutterbar length
1485mm

consider disposal no
Rutland association

courtyard
25.10.2017

OAKRM :
1974.115.4

drill Turnip drill with two
hoppers above cast iron
waisted rollers, leather belt
drive, single large front
wheel, two widely spaced
handles, mostly wooden,
iron fittings. Made by
Gower A W and Sons of
Shropshire. Early 20th
century in date.
Warwickshire and
Shropshire associations

gift overall length
2200mm

overall width
1245mm

wheel diameter
970mm

Congerstone
Warwickshire
England

consider disposal no
Rutland association

MH
21.10.2014

OAKRM :
1977.29.3

pan Saucepan makers mark
PINT NO [3] stamped on
base. No lid

gift pan diameter 130mm pan height
100mm

handle length
210mm

Market
Harborough
Leicestershire
England

consider disposal No
Rutland association.
Market Harborough

MH, Kitchen
17.11.2006
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OAKRM :
1978.10

kibbler A maroon and gold
coloured grain kibbler
manufactured by
Richmond and Chandler.
Fitted with 4 legged iron
stand, large flywheel and
wooden handle. Wide
conic hooper to grinding
plates and adjusting screw.

purchase overall height
1070mm

hopper diameter
305mm

wheel diameter
555mm

consider disposal
association unknown

MH

OAKRM :
1978.107

rotary screen Patent adjustable rotary
screen with hopper and
handle.

overall length
1240mm

overall width
790mm

approx height
1450mm

consider disposal
association unknown

PH Barn
right
13.2.2014

OAKRM :
1979.14

scythe scythe complete with
handle and stay

overall
length&width&height
1535x775x280mm

bladelength
680mm

blade length
680mm

consider disposal
non Rutland.
Duplicate item

PH, store
27.11.2017

OAKRM :
1979.29

engine 'Hired Man' petrol engine.
Colour; red, black; static
motor; petrol fuelled, 4
stroke, water cooled with 2
flywheels and large
pulleywheel; 4 wheeled
trolley mounting

overall length
1100mm

overall width
648mm

overall height
815mm

Kettering
Northamptonshire
England

consider disposal No
Rutland association.
Kettering. Useful for
display to interpret
the Mill. Suggestion
to keep for display/
interpretation
purposes but to de-
accession out of the
permanent
collections

MH
15.11.2006
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OAKRM :
1981.11

milk churn A 1930s milk churn from
John O'Gaunt Dairy,
Burrough on the Hill.
Tinned steel with fitted lid
and handles

gift overall diameter
290mm

overall height
490mm

lid diameter
198mm

John o'Gaunt
Dairy Burrough on
the Hill
Leicestershire

consider disposal
provenance
Leicestershire

PH, dairy
4.7.2016

OAKRM :
1981.27

slicer, meat
slicer, The
Wonder

hand operated slicer (disc)
+ reciprocating table;
pronged holder

gift overall
height&width&length
460mm,540mm,
610mm

Great Easton
Leicestershire

consider disposal no
Rutland association

PH, store
29.11.2017

OAKRM :
1982.42.1

milk measure A 1 quart milk measure
from Clayhouse Farm,
Wymeswold,
Loughborough

gift at base diameter
98mm

overall height
245mm

overall capacity
1qt

Loughborough
Leicestershire
England

consider disposal
Leicestershire
association

PH, dairy
11.6.2010

OAKRM :
1982.60

honey
extractor

A hand cranked centrifugal
honey extractor 'Little
Wonder'.

gift overall height 655mm overall diameter
255mm

base height
30mm

consider disposal
Non Rutland, lid
missing

PH, Store
23.5.2014

OAKRM :
1982.134

rake A wide wooden bonny rake
with bifurcated handle and
straight wooden teeth

gift overall length
1780mm

overall width
1700mm

unknown consider disposal
association and
donor unknown. not
best of condition

PH, Barn
right
9.6.2010
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acquired

Measurement 1 Measurement
2

Measurement
3

Association Consider
Disposal

Object
location
current

Image

OAKRM :
1982.248

last, bench
last

A common type of bench
last with 3 feet set at 90deg

gift overall length 180mm overall width
190mm

overal height
170mm

consider disposal
association unknown
and foot broken

MH, kitchen
17.11.2006

OAKRM :
1982.438

part for
reaper

A track board for reaper
binder.

gift overall length
1470mm

overall width
1470mm

unknown consider disposal
only part of object,
donor and
association unknown

PH, Barn
left 9.6.2010

OAKRM :
1982.483

churn Butter churn gift overall height 470mm overall width
345mm

overall diameter
430mm

consider disposal
association unknown
and duplicate item

MHS, F, 18,
B, 6
30.9.2008

OAKRM :
1982.497

curtain pole curtain pole. Association
unknown

gift pole length 2810mm pole diameter
50mm

ring diameter
110mm

consider disposal
association
unknown. poor
condition

PH
14.11.2017

OAKRM :
1982.566

lamp A common style hurricane
lamp with shallow circular
reservoir base

gift overall length 510mm overall diameter
144mm

height 510mm unknown consider disposal
association unknown

PH, dairy
11.6.2010
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3

Association Consider
Disposal

Object
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Image

OAKRM :
1982.576

harrow Three red harrows.
Association unknown

gift overall width 950mm overall length
1500mm

overall height
1500mm

unknown consider disposal
association and
donor unknown.
duplicate item

PH
11.6.2010

OAKRM :
1982.577

harrow Set of three red wood and
metal horse harrows.

gift overall width 750mm overall length
1280mm

consider disposal
donor and
association
unknown. Condition
broken

PH, store
21.7.2016

OAKRM :
1982.580

rack A three shelf rack on
castors

gift overall height 960mm overall width
460mm

overall length
1120mm

consider disposal
unknown association

PH, store
27.11.2017

OAKRM :
1982.581

manger gift overall height
1060mm

overall length
1200mm

overall width
590mm

consider disposal
association
unknown, leg broken

OEP
5.12.2016

OAKRM :
1982.582

chair, invalid
chair

gift overall folded height
640mm

overall open
height 880mm

overall width
525mm

consider disposal
association
unknown, poor
condition

OEP
5.12.2016

OAKRM :
1982.595

trunk, cabin
trunk

gift overall height 480mm overall width
570mm

overall length
760mm

consider disposal
association unknown

OEP
5.12.2016
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2

Measurement
3

Association Consider
Disposal

Object
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current

Image

OAKRM :
1982.602

jack A black cart jack.
Association unknown

gift stand length 285mm stand width
370mm

stand height
930mm

unknown consider disposal
association unknown

PH, Barn
left 9.6.2010

OAKRM :
1982.620

cratch Wooden pig scratch gift overall height 430mm overall width
680mm

overall length
1810mm

unknown consider disposal
association unknown
& duplicate item

PH, Barn
left

OAKRM :
1982.623

scales Barn scales with weighing
flats set about 800 mm
above floor level and a
folding down frame on one
of them for supporting the
goods. Manufactured by T
and H Whitefield,
Birmingham.

gift overall height
1330mm

overall width
560mm

overall length
1040mm

unknown consider disposal
association and
donor unknown

PH, Barn
left 9.6.2010

OAKRM :
1982.647

stool A dairy milking stool with
three legs. Association
unknown

gift overall width 220mm overall length
295mm

overall height
270mm

unknown consider disposal
check association.
currently unknown.
very useful for
display however

PH, dairy
11.6.2010

OAKRM :
1982.650

manger A white enamel wall
mounted cast iron manger
and white enamelled water
trough

gift overall length
1830mm

overall width
470mm

overall height
480mm

unknown consider disposal
association unknown
- DISPLAY. Suggest
to de-accession out
of permanent
collections but to
keep for display
purposes only

PH
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3
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Disposal
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current
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OAKRM :
1982.654

pump,
drainage
pump

two stroke engine gift overall height 900mm overall width
550mm

overall length
840mm

consider disposal
association unknown

RCM,
poultry,
store

OAKRM :
1982.667

chaff cutter A chaff cutter gift consider disposal
association
unknown. duplicates
in collection

PH, store
30.8.2016

OAKRM :
1982.670

wheelbarrow A blue wheelbarrow gift overall length
1560mm

overall width
580mm

overall height
640mm

unknown consider disposal
association and
donor unknown.
Wheel missing, poor
condition

PH, Barn
left
13.11.2017

OAKRM :
1982.720

spoon Spoon manufactured by J
G Graves

gift overall length 208mm unknown consider disposal
unknown
association / set
display use only

MH, kitchen
21.11.2006

OAKRM :
1982.728

knife, table
knife

Common type of 19th
Century table knife

gift overall length 169mm consider disposal
association
unknown. for
display/set dressing
only

MH, kitchen

OAKRM :
1982.743

scales Apothecarys balance and
16 assorted weights in a
steel tin

gift beam length 108mm beam height
58mm

beam width 11 unknown consider disposal
unknown association

MH, B,
CASE 5
10.10.2016
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OAKRM :
1982.886

bottle Blue glass Poison bottle gift overall height 108mm unknown consider disposal
unknown association

MH, B,
CASE 5
10.10.2016

OAKRM :
1982.909

butter worker A butter worker gift overall length 634mm overall diameter
145mm

height 634mm unknown consider disposal
useful for handling.
association unknown

PH, dairy
11.6.2010

OAKRM :
1982.912

pastry roller A pastry roller gift overall length 412mm consider disposal
association
unknown. use for
display/set dressing
only

MH, kitchen
21.11.2006

OAKRM :
1982.918

basket,
wicker
basket

oval basket with flared
sides and loop handle at
each end

gift overall height 252mm overall width
460mm

overall length
572mm

consider disposal
association
unknown / set
display only

MH, kitchen
17.11.2006

OAKRM :
1982.934

cutter The Bentall CDC Chaff
Cutter. Association
unknown

gift overall width 900mm overall length
1850mm

overall height
1240mm

consider disposal
association
unknown. handle
missing

PH
3.11.2017

OAKRM :
1985.53.1

bottle Three common milk bottles
in 2 pint size

gift unknown consider disposal
association
unknown. useful for
display and handling

PH, dairy
4.7.2016
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2

Measurement
3

Association Consider
Disposal

Object
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current

Image

OAKRM :
1986.19

vice Late 19th century bench
vice. used by donor's
maternal grandfather, Miles
Schofield Gartside, who
was a machine joiner in the
textile industry in Oldham,
Lancs. Ob 1916 aet 65

gift overall length
1320mm

at base/feet width
800mm

overall height
1220mm

Oldham
Lancashire
England

consider disposal no
Rutland Association

PH

OAKRM :
1987.23

cheese dish unglazed Wedgwood
Stilton cheese dish with
cover

gift Leicester
Leicestershire
England

consider disposal no
Rutland association

MH, B,
CASE 8
10.10.2016

OAKRM :
1987.32.38

drain rod spring drain rod made of
spirally wound wire, in two
long sections, one short
section, and helically
wound terminal; brass
joints

purchase Mill Street
Oakham Rutland
England

consider disposal
limited display

PH, inside
workshop

OAKRM :
1987.32.47

stove, coke
stove

cylindrical iron barrel
standing on 3 splayed legs,
tall carrying handle; two
sub-circular and one
rectangular hole in side of
barrel; loose but not
removable bottom grid to
carry fire

purchase barrel height 455mm overall height
1060mm

barrel diameter
287mm

Mill Street
Oakham Rutland
England

consider disposal
Not in display
condition, does not
fit in with any current
or planned display

PH, Store
10.8.2017

OAKRM :
1987.32.124

window
cleaners
bracket

Large wooden cantilever
bracket for window cleaner
to stand on when cleaning
outside of high level
windows (said to have
been made for Burley on
the Hill)

purchase overall length
1580mm

overall width
275mm

Mill Street
Oakham Rutland
England

consider disposal
unsuitable for display
purposes. rotting
condition

PH (in
mobile
workshop)
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2
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3
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Object
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OAKRM :
1987.32.125

window
cleaners
bracket

small wooden cantilever
bracket for window cleaner
to stand on when cleaning
outside of high level
windows (said to have
been made for Burley on
the Hill)

purchase overall length
1370mm

overall width
320mm

Mill Street
Oakham Rutland
England

consider disposal
unsuitable for display
purposes

PH (in
mobile
workshop)

OAKRM :
1987.32.134.
1

chain short length of small link
chain with hook at one end
and swivel and small hook
at the other

purchase Mill Street
Oakham Rutland
England

consider disposal
duplicate item

MHS, F, 21,
A, 3, B3
31.7.2008

OAKRM :
1987.32.134.
2

chain short length of large link
chain with hook at one end

purchase Mill Street
Oakham Rutland
England

consider disposal
duplicate item

MHS, F, 21,
A, 3, B3
31.7.2008

OAKRM :
1989.32

inhaler Dr. Nelson's inhaler with a
spouted lid

gift height width length Evington
Leicestershire
England

consider disposal no
Rutland association

MH, B,
CASE 5
10.10.2016

OAKRM :
1990.4.1

honey
extractor

tangential three-frame
honey extractor

gift consider disposal
poor condition,
duplicate item

PH, store
21.7.2016
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3
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Disposal
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current
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OAKRM :
1990.40

knitting
machine

A Sun Circular Ribber,
hosiery knitting machine
complete with sundry parts
and instruction manual.
This particular model was
probably used by a blind
person, suggested by
braille numbers on the
piece to the side. Made by
Harrison Patent Knitting
Machine Co Ltd,
Manchester.

gift overall length 420mm overall width
500mm

overall height
660mm

Easton on the Hill
Lincolnshire
England

consider disposal
asssociation seems
to be Easton on the
Hill. Used for display
however

MH, Kitchen
17.11.2006

OAKRM :
1991.1

inhaler A glazed white
earthenware inhaler with
spout, black transfer
printed instructions, traces
of medicaments inside.
"Improved earthernware
inhaler manufactured by S.
Maw, Son & Sons Limited
Aldersgate Street, London,
England"

gift Nottingham consider disposal no
Rutland association

MH, B,
CASE 5
10.10.2016

OAKRM :
1991.45.1

milk cooler A in-churn milk cooler
complete with a stand to
house the cooler when not
in use. Used at Stokes
Farm, Long Clawson,
Leicestershire

gift width length height Stokes Farm Long
Clawson
Leicestershire

consider disposal no
Rutland association.
Melton Mowbray,
Leicestershire

PH, dairy
11.6.2010

OAKRM :
1992.13.5

potato digger Blackstones No 1 potato
digger with one spinner
(fitted to take a second
spinner, but not present);
donor, aged 86 (1992),
farmed small holding of 40
acres at Owston since
c1945, formerly at Home
Farm, Little Dalby

gift overall length
3110mm aprox

overall width
1020mm aprox

overall height
1030mm

Dean Bank consider disposal no
Rutland association

courtyard
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OAKRM :
1993.37.2

sack holder An iron tripod stand with
wide tapered galvanised
funnel fitted with four sack
hooks, for use when filling
potato sacks in the field

gift overall height 965mm overall length
430mm

overall depth
700mm approx

Deeping St James
Lincolnshire
England

consider disposal
Lincolnshire
provenance - check

PH, Barn
right
9.6.2010

OAKRM :
1994.57

sheep
shearer

A hand operated free
standing sheep shearing
machine with large fly
wheel and cutter head on
flexible drive; owned and
used by donor and his
father, last used in 1954

gift overall height
1405mm

overall length
1290mm

overall depth
550mm

Sconsborough
Farm Knossington
Leicestershire

consider disposal
Leicestershire
provenance - check

PH Barn left

OAKRM :
1999.49.1

churn A 12 gallon milk churn from
Houghton on the Hill,
Leicestershire

gift height width length Houghton - on -
the Hill
Leicestershire
England

consider disposal
Leicestershire
provenance -
however, just over
the border

PH, dairy
11.6.2010

OAKRM :
1999.49.2

churn A 17 gallon milk churn from
Houghton on the Hill.

gift width length height Houghton - on -
the - Hill
Leicestershire
England

consider disposal
Leicestershire
provenance -
however, just over
the border

PH, dairy
11.6.2010
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Inventory No Location Location date Description Theme Disposal Reason Photo number Review date Reviewed by

INV.054 PH 09.04.2008 Flat Bed Printing press Working 

Life

Dispose never accessioned. No Rutland 

association

ima02212 LC

INV.056 PH 15.11.2006 Teachers Desk School Keep Display ima02251 12.09.16 ES

INV.3000 PH large shop paint grinder/mill Working LifeDispose Association unknown ima02369 14.11.2017 LC

INV.1864 PH & Wall 11.06.2010 Hay Rake Working 

Life

Dispose duplicate item and unknown 

association

ima02370 LC

INV.1855 PH & Barn right09.06.2010 Root slicer Working 

Life

Dispose unknown association ima02368 LC

INV.1851 PH & Barn left 09.06.2010 Pig feeder Working 

Life

Dispose unknown association LC



Inventory No Location Location date Description Theme Disposal Reason Photo number Review date Reviewed by

INV.1849 PH & Barn left 09.06.2010 Wagon Wheels (orange) x2, probably 

rear. Plus other constituent parts of 

waggon.

Working 

Life

Dispose unknown association LC

INV.1842 PH & Barn left 09.06.2010 Sack Barrow. William R Dell and Son. 

(Black)

Working 

Life

Dispose unknown association 21/09/2016 ES

INV.1836 PH & Barn left 09.06.2010 force feeder. T. Tamlin - Twickenham Working 

Life

Dispose unknown association 21/09/2016 ES

INV.1872 PH & Dairy 11.06.2010 Marble table top Working 

Life

Keep Display ima02398

INV.709 PH 15.11.2017 Wood turning lathe Working 

Life

Dispose unknown association ima02397 15.11.2017 LC



Inventory No Location Location date Description Theme Disposal Reason Photo number Review date Reviewed by

? PH 15.11.2017 Folding machine Working 

Life

Dispose unknown association ima00797 15.11.2017 LC

? MH, kitchen 15.11.2017 Singer sewing machine Home & 

Family life

Dispose unknown association ima02373 15.11.2017 LC

INV.710 MH 15.11.2006 Bandsaw Working 

Life

Dispose Association unknown ima02367 15.11.2017 LC

? PH, store 27.11.2017 2 x concrete pillars ? Dispose part of year 2000 village display?? 

Broken - not part of collection

ima02422 27.11.2017 LC

? PH, store 27.11.2017 wooden sign - Ellingworth Working 

Life

Dispose very poor condition ima02428 27.11.2017 LC

? PH, store 27.11.2017 blue WC cistern ? Dispose unknown association, poor condition ima02429 27.11.2017 LC

? PH, store 27.11.2017 WC cistern and piping ? Dispose unknown association, poor condition ima02430 27.11.2017 LC



Inventory No Location Location date Description Theme Disposal Reason Photo number Review date Reviewed by

? PH, store 27.11.2017 white victorian radiator ? Dispose Association unknown ima02432 27.11.2017 LC

? PH, store 27.11.2017 Large metal tray with floral decoration ? Dispose Association unknown ima02434 27.11.2017 LC

? OEP 28.11.2017 Drop leaf table (2 leaf) with one draw and 

one fake draw. On 4 caster wheels

? Dispose Association unknown ima02442 27.11.2017 LC

? OEP 28.11.2017 Large shop counter Working 

Life

Dispose Association unknown ima02443 27.11.2017 LC

? OEP 28.11.2017 Large display shelf unit Working 

Life

Dispose Association unknown ima02444 27.11.2017 LC

? OEP 28.11.2017 Machine guard Working 

Life

Dispose Association unknown ima02445 27.11.2017 LC

? OEP 28.11.2017 5 x narrow long benches from Oakham 

Castle (made by Oakham School?) 

1940?

Working 

Life

Dispose poor condition, no longer required at 

Oakham Castle

ima02447 28.11.2017 LC



Inventory No Location Location date Description Theme Disposal Reason Photo number Review date Reviewed by

? OEP 28.11.2017 mangle Patent. Green and Red. Home & 

Family life

Dispose incomplete, duplicate item ima02451 28.11.2017 LC
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